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Abstract—The paper discusses the development of new 

winding configurations for 6-phase permanent magnet (PM) 
machines with 18-slot, 8-pole, that eliminates and/or reduces 
undesirable space harmonics in the stator magneto motive force 
(MMF). The proposed configuration improves power/torque 
density and efficiency with a reduction in eddy current losses in 
the rotor permanent magnets and copper losses in end windings. 
To improve drive train availability for applications in electric 
vehicles, the paper proposes the design of 6-phase permanent 
magnet machine as two independent 3-phase windings. A number 
of possible phase shifts between two sets of 3-phase windings due 
to their slot-pole combination and winding configuration is 
investigated and the optimum phase shift is selected by analyzing 
the harmonic distributions and their effect on machine 
performance including the rotor eddy current losses. The 
machine design is optimized for a given set of specifications for 
electric vehicle (EV), under electrical, thermal and volumetric 
constraints, and demonstrated by the experimental 
measurements on a prototype machine.  
 

Index Terms— Design methodology, Design optimization 
Electric vehicles, Permanent magnet machines. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ECENTLY, the development of fault tolerant motor drives 
employing permanent magnet (PM) machines for electric 

vehicles (EV) has received increasing attention due to the 
emphasis on passenger comfort and safety by the automotive 
industries around the world [1]-[4]. Although electric vehicles 
are hailed as fuel economic and low- or no-emissions, their 
ability to tolerate fault is very critical as a fault in the electric 
drive will result in a complete loss of power and may lead to 
an accident [2]. Due to their high torque/power density and 
higher efficiency compared to other machine technologies, 
PM brushless machines are preferred technology in traction 
applications [5],[6], provided they could continue to operate 
following isolated failures in power train drive. 

For traction applications, it is an attractive option to employ 
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relatively newer winding configurations of PM brushless 
machines often referred to as fractional-slot concentrated 
winding or modular winding [6]-[9], because of their 
numerous advantages over the overlapped distributed 
windings in the conventional brushless AC machines, such as 
high winding factor, high copper packing factor [10], short 
end-windings, and hence, high efficiency [11], reduction in the 
likelihood of an inter-phase fault and extremely low cogging 
torque [12]. 
 However, fractional-slot windings produce a large number 
of space harmonics in the stator magneto-motive-force (MMF) 
[6],[7]. The lower and higher order space harmonics in the 
stator MMF rotate at different speeds relative to the rotor, and 
hence cause many undesirable effects that include localized 
core saturation, eddy current losses in the permanent magnets, 
acoustic noise and vibrations [13],[14]. These space harmonics 
also make it difficult to obtain high reluctance torque from 
interior permanent magnet (IPM) machines with fractional-
slot windings [15]. 
 Among a number of techniques reported in the literature to 
mitigate the above detrimental effects, the most common 
approach is to segment the rotor magnets both axially and 
circumferentially in order to reduce the eddy current loss on 
the rotor [16]. Without this, the heat generated by the eddy 
current loss in the rotor magnets may be excessive and may 
result in irreversible demagnetization [17]. However, this 
significantly increases the manufacturing cost and material 
usage (materials being wasted during segmentation process), 
and does not address the other undesirable effects.  

 G. Dajaku et al. [18] have reported a new 24-slot, 10-pole 
machine topology to reduce the sub- and high stator MMF 
harmonics of the conventional 12-slot, 10-pole fractional slot 
windings by dividing the 3-phase windings into two sets and 
placing an appropriate phase shift between the two. However, 
this is achieved with a small reduction of the winding factor 
for the fundamental EMF component, which compromises the 
torque density and efficiency, while the first space harmonic is 
not much affected. To reduce these harmonics, further 
methods have been described in [19] by (a) using different 
number of turns per coil for the neighboring phase coils or (b) 
employing coil windings with different number of turns per 
coil side. This leads to uneven stator tooth width and more 
complex winding configuration with further reduction in the  
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fundamental EMF winding factor. An alternate approach to 
reduce the most harmful MMF space harmonics (1st and 7th) is 
described in [20] by developing 18-slot, 10-pole winding 
configuration with two sets of concentric windings with star-
delta connections, which helps in reducing radial force mode 
of the machine by completely eliminating 7th MMF space 
harmonics. However, this configuration has very low winding 
factor for fundamental EMF (~0.76) and employs different 
number of turns for star and delta windings, which impose 
challenges to achieve (a) higher torque density, and (b) ease of 
manufacturing. 

The concept of stator shifting is investigated in [21] to 
assess its effect on various harmonic components of stator 
MMF, winding factor, power density and efficiency (both at 
low speeds and in flux-weakening region) as well as torque 
ripple for various slot-pole combinations of fractional slot PM 
machines. This technique works more effectively in designs 
with a single sub-harmonic, whereas the improvement is 
compromised for slot-pole combinations having multiple sub-
harmonics. Also, it introduces uneven tooth width in the 
stator, which may lead to reduction of peak torque capability 
due to uneven flux density levels in stator teeth. 
 In order to eliminate the most harmful space harmonics in a 
simple and cost-effective way, a novel fractional-slot per pole, 
per phase winding configuration for 3-phase electrical 
machines has been devised by Wang et al. [22]. This winding 
configuration is applicable to a range of electrical machine 
technologies, viz., permanent magnet machines, induction 
machines, synchronous wound-field machines and 
synchronous reluctance machines; and also improves both 
torque/power density and efficiency of these different machine 
technologies for a variety of applications. A full comparison 
of this machine topology with conventional fractional-slot 
machines has been reported in [23] for permanent magnet 
assisted synchronous reluctance machines.  

To improve safety and availability in traction applications, 
multiple 3-phase motor drives are advantageous [24]. 
Compared to conventional 3-phase motor drives, the multiple 
3-phase motor drives are inherently fault tolerant [25], as loss 
of one 3-phase system will not lead to a complete loss of  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

traction power. In addition, they have lower torque ripples, 
lower current per phase for the same voltage, lower dc link 
current harmonics and improved torque per ampere capability 
[2].  

The aim of this paper is to develop a 6-phase machine 
configured as two independently controlled 3-phase systems 
using the proposed 3-phase fractional-slot per pole, per phase 
winding configuration with low space harmonics [22], and to 
investigate the optimum phase shift between two sets of 3-
phase windings in the 6-phase permanent magnet machine. 
This winding arrangement is specifically designed to enhance 
availability of the traction drive. 

II. 6-PHASE FRACTIONAL SLOT PER POLE PER PHASE WINDING 

CONFIGURATION WITH LOW SPACE HARMONICS 

A. Development of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole Winding 

Many feasible slot - pole combinations exist for fractional-
slot per pole per phase machines [26], [27]. The 9-slot, 8-pole 
winding configuration inherently suffers from presence of 
large space harmonics in the stator MMF and unbalanced 
magnetic forces [14]. In order to reduce the undesirable space 
harmonics significantly and to eliminate unbalanced magnetic 
forces associated with 9-slot, 8-pole combination, and any 
other combination derived from its integer multiple, this paper 
uses the proposed technique for 3-phase machine in [22] to 
develop 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole winding configuration.  

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of 3-phase, 9-slot, 8-pole 
winding configuration found in the prior art, whereas the 
schematic of the proposed winding configuration with 6-
phase, 18-slot, 8-pole is shown in Fig. 2. 

Each phase winding consists of three series connected coils 
wired around two adjacent teeth with the polarity as indicated 
by “+” and “-“. The stator windings which are inserted in the 
stator slots comprise 6 phases denoted as A, B, C, D, E, and F 
in Fig. 2. The coil span is two slot-pitches and the mechanical 
angle between two coil-sides is 360˚/9 = 40˚. 

The second 3-phase windings (D-E-F) are positioned with 
respect to the first 3-phase windings (A-B-C) by an offset of 
180º mechanical or 9 slot-pitches. The offset in electric 

  

Fig. 1.  Schematic of 3-phase, 9-slot, 8-pole winding configuration Fig. 2.  Schematic of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole winding configuration 
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degrees is 720º or 4ʌ. Thus if phase windings A and D are 
arranged with the same polarity, and similar arrangements are 
made for B and E, and C and F, respectively, the resultant 4th 
order MMF space harmonics produced by the first 3-phase 
windings (A-B-C) and the second 3-phase windings (D-E-F) 
are in phase with respect to each other. The 4th order space 
harmonic interacts with the 4 pole-pair rotor magnetic field to 
produce the electromagnetic torque. For all odd (n = 1, 3, 
5,…) space harmonics, the phase shift between the harmonics 
produced by the first 3-phase winding and those by the second 
3-phase winding is n:ヾ. Thus these harmonics have the same 
magnitude but in the opposite direction and hence will be 
cancelled with each other by the proposed winding scheme. 

Thus, the winding configuration shown in Fig. 2 results in 
the highest possible winding factor of 0.945 for the 4th order 
working space harmonic, and completely eliminates all odd 
space harmonics. The end-windings are slightly longer than 
conventional tooth windings, whereas it is much shorter than 
distributed windings. Also, the end-windings of different 
phase coils, being in parallel, can be easily insulated using coil 
separators, which in turn reduce the likelihood of interphase 
faults. Further, the normal magnetic force produced by the 
first 3-phase windings is cancelled by that produced by the 
second 3-phase windings, thereby; eliminating unbalanced 
magnetic pull in the radial direction, which are conducive for 
reducing bearing loss, noise and vibration. 

B. MMF Profile of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole Winding 
Configuration 

Fig. 3 shows the MMF profile of A-B-C and D-E-F 
windings of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole machine when the 
currents in D-E-F are displaced from those in A-B-C by 180˚ 
electrical. Fig. 4 shows the combined MMF profile of 6-phase, 
18-slot, 8-pole winding configuration. The resultant MMF 
space harmonics distribution is shown in Fig. 5 along with that 
of 3-phase, 9-slot, 8-pole winding configuration. As will be 
seen, all odd space harmonics have cancelled in the 6-phase, 
18-slot, 8-pole winding configuration. The remaining 
undesirable harmonics have relatively low magnitude except 
for the 2nd, 14th and 22nd harmonics. As the frequency of the 
2nd harmonics seen by the rotor is relatively low, the resultant 
undesirable effect is also significantly less. The 14th and 22nd 
harmonics will be attenuated rapidly in the radial direction 
towards the rotor because of their shorter wavelengths. Hence, 
the undesirable effects caused by these harmonics will be 
much less significant. 

C. Optimal Phase Shift between Two Sets of 6-Phase, 18-slot, 
8-pole Winding Configuration 

Conventionally, 6-phase machines employing distributed 
windings have phase shift of 60º between each phase. This 
configuration can also be seen as two sets of 3-phase windings 
with a phase shift of 180º between the sets. 

With the proposed winding configuration, it is possible to 
have different phase shifts between two sets of 3-phase 
windings than the conventional phase shift of 180º. Table I 
summarizes all 18 possible phase shifts between two sets of 3- 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.  MMF profile of A-B-C and D-E-F windings of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-
pole machine 
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Fig. 4.  MMF profile of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole machine with 180˚ electrical 
phase shift between A-B-C and D-E-F windings  
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Fig. 5.  Comparison of normalized MMF space harmonics distribution 
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TABLE I 
POSSIBLE PHASE SHIFTS IN 6-PHASE, 18-SLOT, 8-POLE WINDING 

CONFIGURATION 

D-E-F polarity same as A-B-C D-E-F polarity opposite to A-B-C 
Slot-shift 
ĮS 

Phase shift  
ș 

Slot-shift  
ĮS 

Phase shift  
ș 

1 80˚ 1 260˚ 
3 240˚ 3 60˚ 
5 40˚ 5 220˚ 
7 200˚ 7 20˚ 
9 0˚ 9 180˚ 
11 160˚ 11 340˚ 
13 320˚ 13 140˚ 
15 120˚ 15 300˚ 
17 280˚ 17 100˚ 
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phase windings. By analyzing the vector diagrams of all 
phases with all possible phase shifts [21], it can be shown that 
the 18 possible phase shifts are reduced to only 3 different 
phase shifts as listed in Table II.  

The phase shifts listed in Table II result into balanced 
windings irrespective of whether the machine is operated with 
6-phases or just one set of 3-phase. This feature enhances the 
capability of the winding configuration for traction application 
as it is inherently fault tolerant. In the event of a fault on one 
set of 3-phase, other set of 3-phase will continue to operate as 
a balanced machine with half the torque/power output. 

Fig. 6 shows the normalized MMF space harmonics 
distribution for the three different phase shifts between A-B-C 
and D-E-F. As seen, the proposed winding configuration with 
0º phase shift eliminates all odd space harmonics that are 
present in the 9-slot 8-pole winding configuration, therefore 
results in much improved performance. The effect of 20º and 
40º phase shifts is the same – both help in reducing the 2nd 
harmonics by ~50%, however, gives rise to other odd 
harmonics (1st, 7th, and 11th) that were otherwise not present 
with 0º phase shift. However, these odd harmonics are less 
significant due to their lower frequency (for 1st) or lower 
magnitude (for 7th and 11th). 

Table III lists the total harmonic distortion (THD) of all 
three phase shifts between A-B-C and D-E-F. It is evident that  

 

 

the THD (n = 1 to 30) of 20˚ phase shift is 1.8% and 0.6% 
lower than that of 0˚ and 40˚ phase shift respectively.  Lower 
THD of 20˚ phase shift will result into comparatively lower 
rotor iron loss including PM eddy current loss. Hence, 20˚ 
phase shift is selected as optimum phase shift for the 6-phase 
machine, and it is realized by 13 slot-shifts between A-B-C 
and D-E-F. This winding configuration is employed to design 
permanent magnet synchronous motor for EV application. 

III.  MOTOR DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS &  CONSTRAINTS 

A. Drive Train and Motor Design Specifications 

The traction machine for a segment-A vehicle with 
centralized drive is considered using the proposed winding 
configuration with 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole. The vehicle 
employs one traction motor coupled to the front or rear axle 
via a differential and a reduction gearbox as shown in Fig. 7. 
The 6-phases of the electric traction motor are controlled as 
two separate and independent 3-phase systems, which are fed 
by two separate inverters. In the event of a fault on one of the 
drive system, the vehicle can continue to operate using the 
remaining set of 3-phase drive system without any sudden 
stops or compromising vehicle stability and passenger safety. 

From the vehicle data and acceleration performance 
requirements, the design specifications for the motor can be 
obtained [28], which are listed in Table IV. 

Among numerous PM machine topologies that are derived 
from the arrangement of PM in the rotor structure, a surface 
mounted permanent magnet (SPM) motor and interior 
permanent magnet motor (IPM) are most commonly used [29]. 
The magnets in SPM machines are directly exposed to stator  

TABLE II  
REDUCED PHASE SHIFTS IN 6-PHASE, 18-SLOT, 8-POLE WINDING 

CONFIGURATION 

Slot-shift  
ĮS 

Phase shift between A-B-C and D-E-F 
ș 

3-9-15 0˚ 
1-7-13 20˚ 
5-11-17 40˚ 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Comparison of normalized MMF space harmonics distribution for 
various phase shifts between A-B-C and D-E-F in 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole 
winding configuration 
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TABLE III  
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION FOR VARIOUS PHASE SHIFTS 

Phase shift  
ș 

T.H.D. 
(all n) 

T.H.D.  
(n = 1-100) 

T.H.D.  
(n = 1-30) 

0˚ 51.8% 50.5% 45.6% 
20˚ 50.2% 48.8% 43.8% 
40˚ 50.8% 49.4% 44.4% 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Configuration of power drive train for electric vehicle 

Motor

Inverter 
1

Battery

Inverter 
2

TABLE IV  
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE TRACTION MOTOR 

Specification Symbol Value 
No. of phases q 6 
Base speed Ȧb 2800 rpm 
Maximum cruise speed Ȧms 11000 rpm 
Maximum speed Ȧm 12000 rpm 
Peak torque below and at base speed Tpk 140 N·m 
Rated torque below and at base speed Tc 75 N·m 
Peak power at base speed Ppk-b 41 kW 
Peak power at maximum cruise speed Ppk-ms 32 kW 
Continuous rated power Pc 22 kW 
Peak torque at maximum cruise speed Tms 27.8 N·m 
Continuous torque at maximum cruise 
speed 

Tmc 19.1 N·m 

Nominal DC link voltage Vdc 320 V 
Maximum line-line  voltage Em 650 V 
Cooling medium - Water 
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MMF space harmonics, and segmentation of magnets in 
circumferential and axial direction may be necessary to reduce 
the eddy current loss. Also, a metallic sleeve or glass/carbon 
fiber banding layer is required in order to contain magnets in 
SPM machines. Both of these lead to increased manufacturing 
cost. On the other hand, in IPM machines, as PM are buried 
inside the rotor slots and shielded by the rotor core, 
segmentation may not be necessary. IPM machines also have 
better field-weakening capability which is often desirable for 
EV traction. However, detailed mechanical and structural 
analysis is required to ensure the structural integrity of the 
rotor, which increases the design cycle time. In this paper, an 
IPM machine with the proposed winding configuration is 
employed for the EV application. 

B. Design Constraints for EV Traction Motor 

In addition to the design specifications, thermal, electrical 
and volumetric constraints are given in Table V. The flux 
linkage due to permanent magnets (ȥm) must be constrained to 
limit the voltage below the maximum permissible peak line-
line voltage in the event of an inverter fault, Vm-line-line < Em. 
The maximum peak motor current (Im) is limited by the 
inverter VA rating. The torque ripple must be below 5% for 
passenger comfort and ease of noise and vibration harness 
(NVH). In addition, the d-axis inductance must be kept with a 
maximum and minimum range [30] in order to satisfy the 
constant power profile given in Table IV. 

IV.  DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF 6-PHASE, 18-SLOT, 8-POLE, 
IPM MOTOR 

For a given stator radius of 75 mm and stack length of 150 
mm, the geometrical parameters that have most significant 
influence on the performance are shown in Fig. 8, which 
include rotor radius RAD1, magnet pole arc ȕm, magnet cap 
depth IPMHQ, length of magnet LM, width of magnet per pole 
MAGWID, slot depth SD, and stator tooth width TWS. The slot 
opening SO and stator slot opening depth TGD are considered 
to fine tune the d-axis inductance. It should be noted that the 
required stator tooth width TWS, and yoke depth, which is a 
function of SD and RAD1, are dependent on the air-gap flux 
density and maximum permissible flux density in the teeth and 
yoke. 

Generally, the performance of a PM machine enhances as 
LM is increased. This, however, increases the cost of the 
machine. Therefore, the mass of PM is to be minimized 
against the design specifications and demagnetization  

 

 

withstand-ability under the worst case condition. The air gap 
length is assumed to be constant, at 0.5 mm considering the 
manufacturing tolerances, and static and dynamic radial 
clearances. M270-35A electrical steel is used for the stator and 
the rotor laminations, whereas the permanent magnet material 
NdFeB is considered with remanent flux density and relative 
recoil permeability of 1.1T and 1.04 respectively. 

A. Design Optimization  

It is important to note that since the EV operates over a 
wide torque speed range, a design optimized against the rated 
torque at the base speed does not necessarily lead to an 
optimal design over a given driving cycle [31]. Likewise, a 
design optimized against a driving cycle does not yield the 
best performance when a different drive cycle or condition 
takes place. Thus, similar to the design of conventional ICE 
vehicles, the design and performance are very much dependent 
on drive styles. Hence, the objective of the optimization was 
to achieve the best possible torque production at the base 
speed whilst minimizing the losses over the representative 
driving cycle, i.e. New European Driving Cycle (NEDC).  

The leading design parameters are optimized against the 
objectives subject to the specifications and constraints through 
a combination of analytical and 2-D finite element analysis 
(FEA). 

Because of high speed operation requirements for this 
traction motor, the mechanical stress analysis is carried out 
using 2-D FEA at 1.5 times the maximum speed (i.e. 18000 
rpm) as part of the design optimization to arrive at the best 
possible post and bridge geometry of the IPM motor, which  

TABLE V 
DESIGN CONSTRAINTS FOR THE TRACTION MOTOR 

Design Parameter Symbol Constraints 
Stator outer radius RAD2 75 mm 
Stack length of the motor Lstk ≤ 150 mm 
Continuous current density Jc ≤ 10 A/mm2 
Maximum flux linkage ȥm ≤ 74.7 mWb 
Maximum motor current - peak Im ≤ 200 A 
d-axis inductance Ld 0.256 ≤ Ld ≤ 0.721 mH 
Copper winding temperature Tcu ≤ 180˚C (class H) 
Steel lamination temperature Tfe ≤ 225˚C 
Permanent magnet temperature Tpm ≤ 150˚C (NdFeB) 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Cross-section of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole IPM with influential 
geometrical parameters 

MAGWID/2

LM

IPMHQ

 
Fig. 9.  Cross-section of optimized 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole IPM motor 
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not only keeps the rotor stresses well below the yield strength 
of rotor material but also provides support to PM during 
operation. The iterative process between mechanical design 
and electromagnetic design was carried out to arrive at best 
design that is within mechanical stress design limit with best 
electromagnetic performance. Fig. 9 shows the cross-section 
of the optimized motor. Table VI compares the geometrical 
parameters obtained after initial design with those of the final 
design optimization using 2-D FEA. 

It is vital to consider thermal behavior of the motor during 
the design iterations to ensure the various components of the 
motor do not exceed thermal design limits. The thermal 
analysis can be carried out at various load points. However, 
the motor design must satisfy the thermal design limits (listed 
in Table VII) at maximum cruise speed with continuous 
operation. This operating condition, 19.1 N•m at 11000 rpm, 
referred to the maximum cruise speed operation, represents the 
maximum continuous power consumption of the vehicle. 

Table VII shows the steady-state temperature of various 
motor components at the maximum cruise operation. It is 
evident that the steady state temperature of all motor 
components is within the design limit. The rotor temperature 
is much higher than that of the stator due to the fact that at 
high speeds, the eddy current loss in the rotor core is relatively 
large as a result of high operating frequency. The majority of 
the rotor loss has to be dissipated to the stator via the air gap 
which exhibits large thermal resistance and, hence, lead to 
high temperature difference between the rotor and the stator. 

B. Performance of the Optimized Motor 

The performance of the optimized motor is evaluated for the 
rated and the peak torque operation at the base speed and is 
shown in Table VIII. The energy efficiency over the NEDC is 
calculated using energy center of gravity principle [32]. 

Fig. 10 shows the torque ripple over an electrical cycle of 
the optimized motor at the rated and the peak torque operation,  

 

 

 

which is below the requirement of 5% for EV applications. 
The predicted efficiency map of the motor derived from 

FEA is shown in Fig. 11. The representative 12 points of 
NEDC for motor specifications listed in Table IV are also 
shown as stars. It is evident that the designed IPM motor has 
high efficiency over wide torque-speed range of the traction 
vehicle. 

V. PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION  

A prototype machine employing the novel 6-phase, 18-slot, 
8-pole winding configuration has been constructed to validate 
the design for the given specifications of electric vehicle 
mentioned in Table IV. Fig. 12 (a) shows the stator and the   

TABLE VI  
GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF THE MOTOR 

Parameter Symbol Unit 
Initial 
Design 

Opt. 
Design 

Rotor radius RAD1 mm 39.25 39.00 
Stator slot depth SD mm 28.50 27.82 
Stator tooth width TWS mm 8.30 8.38 
Stator slot opening SO mm 3.0 3.0 
Stator slot opening depth TGD mm 1.0 1.0 
Stator slot area  mm2 283.6 269.2 
Length of PM LM mm 5.0 4.2 
Width of PM per pole  MAGWID mm 24.0 24.0 
Turns per coil tc  12 10 
No. of coils per phase Ncp  3 3 
Mass of PM material MPM kg 1.066 0.900 
NEDC Energy efficiency ȘNEDC % 94.4 94.9 

 
TABLE VII 

STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE OF MOTOR COMPONENTS 

Component Design Limit Temperature 
Copper windings - average 180̊ C 97.7̊C 
Permanent magnet 150̊ C 142.7̊C 
Stator steel – at bore 225̊ C 94.6̊C 
Rotor steel – maximum 225̊ C 143.1̊C 

 

TABLE VIII 
PERFORMANCE OF THE OPTIMIZED MOTOR 

 Unit Rated Torque Peak Torque 
Torque N·m 75.0 140.0 
Torque ripple % 2.5 4.2 
Speed rpm 2800 2800 
Peak current A 74.0 172.5 
Voltage (Vline-1) V 217.0 298.0 
Current density A/mm2 9.7 22.7 
Copper loss / Iron loss W 809 / 181 4394 / 273 
PM eddy current loss W 8 56 
Efficiency % 95.7 89.7 
Energy efficiency over 
the NEDC 

% 94.9 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Torque waveform of optimized motor at base speed of 2800 rpm 
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Fig. 11.  Predicted efficiency map of optimized 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole IPM 
motor 
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rotor laminations, stator frame with cooling chamber, and 
stator assembly; whereas rotor assembly and motor assembly 
of the prototype motor are show in Fig. 12 (b) and (c) 
respectively. The prototype motor is equipped with 
thermocouples and thermistors to measure temperature of 
various components, and light weight, voltage mode 
accelerometer to monitor vibrations during the tests. 

The performance of the prototype machine has been 
measured on the test rig shown in Fig. 13. As seen, the 
prototype motor is coupled to the dynamometer using 
backlash-free, torsion-ally stiff metal below couplings and an 
in-line torque transducer. The dynamometer, which is 
controlled by a bidirectional four-quadrant converter, is used 
to drive the motor at a given speed and provides load torque 
during the load test. The motor is controlled by a 6-phase 
inverter configured as two independent 3-phase inverters that 
operates in torque control mode and can achieve flux- 
weakening operation in a high-speed range. The inverter dc- 
link power is fed by a programmable bi-directional dc power 
supply. The 6-phase input power to the motor (from the 
inverter) is measured by a power analyzer via the high- 
precision (±0.02% accuracy for power reading), high-
bandwidth voltage and zero-flux current transducers. The 
motor output power is obtained through the inline torque 
transducer (accuracy of < ±0.1%, temperature sensitivity of 
±0.2 N·m/10K, range 0 – 200 N·m) by measuring the torque 
and speed. The test rig shown in Fig. 13 allows direct and 
precise measurements of the motor efficiency. 

Fig. 14 compares the measured and the FE predicted back-
EMF waveforms of the A-B-C windings of the 6-phase 
machine at the base speed of 2800 rpm. Similar measured and 
predicted waveforms are obtained for D-E-F windings but are 
not plotted for clarity of the illustration. The FE prediction 
was made with the permanent magnet property based on the 
data sheet of the magnet supplier for the room temperature at 
which the back EMF was measured. From the comparison, it 
is found that the RMS and peak values of the measured back-
EMF are 2.7% and 2.4% lower than the prediction 
respectively. This can be attributed to lower permanent 
magnet length (LM) in the prototype due to grinding or 
tolerance requirements for inserting them inside the rotor, as 
shown in Fig. 9, and the resulting air-gap between the magnets 
and rotor core, as well as slightly different BH characteristics 
of the magnets and the laminations between the datasheet and 
the actual materials used in the prototype. 

The no-load loss tests with the prototype rotor and a dummy 
rotor were carried out using the in-line torque transducer with 
an accuracy of ±0.1% and temperature sensitivity of ±0.02 
N·m/10K for the range of 0.1 N·m – 20 N·m. The dummy 
rotor has the same mass and mechanical dimensions as the 
prototype rotor. The no-load iron loss is therefore obtained by 
subtracting the no-load loss with the dummy rotor from that 
with the prototype rotor. Fig. 15 shows the comparison of 
predicted and measured no-load iron loss from standstill to 
maximum cruise speed. It can be seen that by introducing a 
build factor of 1.32 that accounts for any deterioration of 
material properties of laminations, the calibrated no-load iron  

 
(a) Laminations, stator frame, stator assembly 

 
(b) Rotor assembly 

 
(c) Motor assembly 

Fig. 12.  Components of the prototype machine employing 6-phase, 18-slot, 
8-pole winding configuration having 20˚ electrical phase shift between A-B-
C and D-E-F 

 
 

Fig. 13.  Prototype motor coupled to the dynamometer on test rig with in-line 
torque transducer 

 
 

Fig. 14.  Comparison of measured and predicted back-EMF of A-B-C 
windings of 6-phase, 18-slot, 8-pole IPM machine at base speed of 2800 rpm 
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loss model matches very well with the measured no-load iron 
loss. 

The load tests were carried out to evaluate the motor and 
drive operation and to measure their efficiency within the 
torque-speed envelope. Fig. 16 compares the measured and the 

predicted efficiency at the base speed of 2800 rpm. As 
observed, at the load torque of 5 N·m, the measured efficiency 
is ~2.5% lower than the prediction. This is mainly due to 
lower accuracy of torque transducer at low torque level, and 
the friction and windage losses which are not accounted in the 
prediction. At load torque greater than 60 Nm, the measured 
efficiency is again slightly lower than the prediction. This is 
likely due to slightly lower measured back-EMF as shown in 
Fig. 14 and under-estimation of iron loss prediction for the 
machine. The difference between the measured and the 
predicted efficiency at medium torque levels is very small and 
can be attributed to the combined effect of torque transducer 
accuracy, the error in copper and iron loss predictions, and 
mechanical losses due to friction and windage, which are 
neglected in the prediction. 

Based on the measured efficiency map over discrete points, 
the computational model for predicting losses over the torque-
speed envelope is calibrated by considering (a) the measured 
resistance of the windings (3% increase), (b) a build factor of 
1.32 for iron loss derived from no-load iron loss test data and 
(c) the measured friction and windage loss. Fig. 17 shows the 
calibrated efficiency map of the prototype motor. Compared to 
the predicted efficiency map in Fig. 11, the efficiency is 
reduced by up to 1% mainly due to the three factors. Also, at 
higher speeds as the quality of current control in the field-
weakening region deteriorates slightly due to voltage 
saturation, the reduction in efficiency is more than that at 
lower speeds. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a novel 6-phase fractional slot per 
pole per phase IPM motor with a slot-pole combination (18-
slot, 8-pole) which exhibits high winding factor and eliminates 
all odd-order space harmonics which are otherwise present in 
conventional fractional slot windings. The availability of 
traction drive is enhanced by designing 6-phase motor as two 
independent 3-phase windings. The optimized design of the 
IPM motor with the new winding configuration exhibits high 
efficiency over a wide speed range and enhanced availability 
for EV applications. The experimental results with the 
prototype machine have validated the proposed new winding 
configuration. It should be emphasized that this winding 
configuration is applicable for a range of electrical machine 
technologies for a variety of applications.  
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